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ild dies every year because of the too short birth intervals. 

Children born within 18 month after previous birth 
have three times higher mortality rate.

Where the rate of contraceptive 

users is four times lower, maternal 

mortality is four times higher.

Contraceptives are way too expensive. An African 

man receives 4 condoms as grants a year. 

80 percent of the poor is in lack of tools 

therefore can not plan their families. 

The population forcing governments of 

the poorest 50 countries disappeared 

only around the millennium. Today, 

80 percent of them realized that 

overpopulation is a big problem.

More slaves! Higher pyramid of society!

More soldiers! More imposing ceremonies, stronger empire!

More workers! More tax payers! More profit! More unemployed to 

break down wages, labour rights and environmental regulations!

More believers! Bigger sacred squares, more influential hierarchy!

More consumers! More viewers, bigger triumph!

Let non-reproductive sex be a taboo and population growth a require-

ment! Who does overpopulation harm? Let the useless perish!

Until man is only halfway between 
animals and humans with regard to 
the usage of its reproduction ability, 
the fate of humanity is also partly like 
the one of animals. Until man does 
not control its population, hunger, 
diseases and wars will.

“… in all the discussions during the past year on how to lift 
Africa out of poverty, the question of population has been 
conspicuous for its absence. It is no longer fashionable 
or politically correct. In some circumstances population 
growth can be a stimulus to economic development’ but in 
others the reverse is true.”
John Blacker, Centre for Population Studies, London
Letters to The Independent, 23rd January, 2006

Only wanted children - and wanted for themselves -

be conceived, so that when grown up, 

they feel to have gotten the best possible

parents, place and era to live in.

(The principle of wanted children, wanted parents)

“the Satan, after making the first woman eat the apple, thought: if only these 

two humans will live in the world, I will live very modestly from them. Let them 

be thousands of millions instead. Then I will get some confort.”

(Mór Jókai: A kőszívű ember fiai)

Source of data and photo:
RETURN OF 
THE POPULATION GROWTH FACTOR
Its impact upon 
the Millennium Development Goals
Report of Hearings by the
UK All Party Parliamentary Group on 
Population, Development and 
Reproductive Health (31th January, 2007).
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The gap betweenthe rich and poor has grown in the number of children too.
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“the angel circle”

Everone has the right 
to be educated about the 

challenges of globalization!

Where a woman gives birth to 4 times more 

children during her life, child mortality increases 

twenty times.
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“Either we have to prevent 
overpopulation, or we have to 

move to a bigger and better 
planet. Balance can not be 

maintained without birth control.”
(Albert Szent-Györgyi)

How gravely do we overburden the Earth?
Eco-footprint = population x consumption x efficiency

OVERPOPULATION          Degrading the Earth
to a global slum?

Every minute 

380 woman 

gets preg-

nant, and at 

least half of 

these preg-

nancies hap-

pen against 

the couple’s 

intention.

Reproductive 
health is a 

human 
right!

“Mother Culture always claims for the increase of foodproduction for today - and just promises birth control for later” 
(Daniel Quinn: Ismael)


